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THE LIVESTOCK SELLER’S LIEN: A SOURCE OF PROTECTION FOR THE CATTLE PRODUCER

MEGAN CRENSHAW*

I. INTRODUCTION

In November 2010, several cattle producers in the Midwest and South sold their cattle to Eastern Livestock Co., LLC (Eastern). These transactions proved disastrous when the cattle producers received bad checks they later could not cash. As a result, these individuals were left uncompensated, largely because the obligation the buyer owed to the cattle producers existed without a security interest. If Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), or some similar legislation, had applied to these transactions, the cattle producers would have been in a better position to receive compensation.

Taking note of the plight of these cattle producers, Oklahoma enacted the Livestock Owner’s Lien Act of 2011 in an effort to protect them. The Act created a statutory lien in the cattle producer’s favor, meaning that the cattle producer retains a claim in the livestock sold or the proceeds from the resale. In 2012, Kentucky’s General Assembly considered similar legislation, however, as of the writing of this Note, Kentucky has not enacted a comparable statute. Although the statutes are not identical, both seek to protect cattle producers and ensure payment for cattle subsequent to delivery.


2 Id.

3 See id.

4 See id.

5 Id. at 2.

6 Id. at 1; see also OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, §201.3C (2011).

7 Todd, supra note 1, at 2 (“The intended benefit of the Act is to put Oklahoma producers in the position of holding secured claim either in (i) the livestock sold, or (ii) the proceeds held from the resale of the livestock.”).


9 LeBas, supra note 8, at 2 (“Both statutes seek to protect cattle producers who fail to require payment when they deliver cattle to a buyer.”); see also OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, §201.3C (2011); S.B. 94, 2011 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ky. 2011).
This Note examines the effect of an unsecured transaction when cattle producers sell their livestock, analyzes the inadequate remedies available to a cattle producer when placed in such a predicament, and explains how a cattle producer would benefit from the creation of a statutory lien ensuring payment from a cattle sale. Section II of this Note outlines the structure of the cattle industry and how sales are conducted, and Section III explains secured transactions within the cattle industry. Section IV addresses the methods a cattle producer may use to obtain payment when no statutory lien exists and the difficulty associated with these remedies. Section V introduces Oklahoma’s Livestock Owner’s Lien Act of 2011, and Section VI describes Kentucky’s similarly proposed legislation. Finally, Section VII discusses the potential results if the legislation is enacted, and urges for its future adoption.

II. LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY AND SALES

A. Industry Practices

The cattle sales industry can be divided into a three-tier system: Cattle producers at the bottom, feed yards or “middlemen” in the middle tier, and slaughterhouses at the top. Producers have many options when it comes to selling their cattle: They may sell them directly to feed yards or by auction to middlemen who buy them on speculation, commission, or credit. Additionally, producers may sell their cattle to middlemen at buying stations. The feed yards and middlemen often resell the cattle to third parties.

Most livestock producers sell their cattle at stockyard auctions. At an auction, animals are sold individually or in a group. The owner of the auction receives a fee for selling the livestock. These stockyards are either private and unregulated, or regulated by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). Selling at a USDA regulated stockyard provides payment protection, while selling at an unregulated stockyard offers none. USDA stockyards ensure that the buyer can provide payment for the cattle

---

10 LeBas, supra note 8, at 2 ("The modern beef industry can be thought of as a square pyramid, with the slaughterhouses at the peak, feedyards in the middle, and producers at ground level.").
11 Id.
13 See LeBas, supra note 8, at 2-3.
15 Id.
16 Id.
17 Id.
18 Id.
prior to the transaction. Producers that sell at buying stations are subject to the same risks as those that utilize private and unregulated stockyards; in fact, a buying station is defined as "a private livestock market that offers stockyard services."

B. Payment System

Many cattle producers who sell to middlemen do not require payment on delivery because they believe they can get lucrative prices for their calves from middlemen who buy on a speculative basis. Middlemen that purchase on a speculative basis cannot pay the cattle producers for the cattle received until they sell the cattle to a subsequent purchaser.

Cattle producers engaging in these middleman transactions accept payment at some designated date after delivery. This payment system allows the middleman to either resell the cattle or obtain the funds necessary from a lender to pay the cattle producer. As an example, Eastern's typical payment system was as follows: a middleman, Eastern, purchased cattle from a cattle producer and then resold the cattle, and likely received payment for the resale before its payment to the cattle producer had cleared. After Eastern received payment from its sale, it would then pay the cattle producer from the proceeds. Though seemingly risky, cattle producers are willing to accept payment at a later date in the off chance that they can obtain a much larger profit margin.

Although the USDA does not regulate buying stations and only regulates some stockyards, several companies that purchase their cattle at these locations remain subject to federal regulations. Pursuant to federal regulation, select auction markets are prohibited from demanding payment the same day of a sale if a company "ha[s] the proper credentials from the USDA." This does not eliminate the buyer's obligation to the seller, but it

19 Id.
21 LeBas, supra note 8, at 2.
22 Id. at 2-3.
23 Id. at 3.
24 Id.
25 Todd, supra note 1, at 1.
26 Id. at 2.
27 Memorandum in Opposition to Trustee's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Regarding Statutory Trust and Constructive Trust at 8, Friona Indus., LP v. E. Livestock Co. (In re E. Livestock Co.), 2012 Bankr. LEXIS 3630 (Bankr. S.D. Ind. July, 27, 2012) (No. 10-93904) ("The [Packers and Stockyards Act] PSA is remedial legislation which is required to be construed liberally...The industry is regulated, like other industries, to protect the integrity of the system...to protect against monopolistic behaviors by the largest involved, and to protect the smallest involved, the numerous U.S. producers and sellers..."); see also Todd, supra note 1, at 9 ("The PSA contains a number of certain minimum and fundamental requirements for all who operate in the industry...").
does leave the seller in a vulnerable position. If a producer sells his cattle at USDA regulated stockyards, then he is not subjected to this risky payment system. Regulated livestock auctions maintain bank accounts, ensuring prompt payment to sellers for their livestock.

C. The Eastern Livestock Debacle

In November 2010, this long-practiced pay after delivery procedure at unregulated stockyards proved disastrous when several cattle producers received no payment for cattle sold to Eastern. Prior to this event, Eastern was one of the largest cattle brokerage companies in the United States.

Eastern technically functioned as a middleman although it was able to pay on delivery, instead of paying after delivery. Eastern purchased cattle from cattle producers with checks drawn on its credit line. When Eastern's primary lender, Fifth Third Bank, Inc., (Fifth Third) froze Eastern's accounts, checks Eastern had written to purchase cattle were deemed unfunded and were unpaid. As a result, Eastern failed to pay for $130 million of livestock it purchased from 743 sellers in thirty states. Several cattle producers lost both their compensation from the cattle sales and their cattle.

Producers who sold at USDA regulated stockyards within Kentucky were largely unaffected because those auctions maintained bank accounts established to promptly pay sellers.

However, cattle producers selling at unregulated Kentucky stockyards and buying stations, and in particular, those engaged in transactions at the Edmonton Buying Station in Metcalf County, Kentucky, (Edmonton) were not protected. Eastern purchased livestock in Edmonton, which subjected the cattle producers to the fallout that occurred when Fifth Third froze Eastern's accounts.

("Under federal regulations those auction markets cannot demand payment the same day of a sale from companies such as ELC, as long as they have the proper credentials from the USDA.").

29 Id.
30 Atchley, supra note 14, at 5.
31 Id.
32 Todd, supra note 1, at 1.
33 Id.
34 See id.
35 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
37 Id.
38 Id.
39 Atchley, supra note 14, at 5.
41 Susan Tebben, Issues Arise with Area Livestock Purchaser Federal Agency Investigates Claims of Bad Checks from Eastern Livestock Company, GLASGOW DAILY TIMES (Nov. 15, 2010).
Although the buying station was not USDA or state regulated; the Packers and Stockyards Act (PSA) subjected Eastern to several federal regulations.\(^\text{42}\) The Grain Inspection, Packers, and Stockyards Administration (GIPSA) enforces the PSA.\(^\text{43}\) GIPSA governs everyone who operates within the regulatory environment of the cattle industry.\(^\text{44}\) Under the PSA, Eastern was licensed as a dealer and a market agency.\(^\text{45}\) These regulations permitted Eastern to make prompt payment after delivery or at a later time pursuant to a written agreement between the parties.\(^\text{46}\) GIPSA began investigating Eastern when it received a seller’s complaint.\(^\text{47}\) The livestock seller reported that a check he had received from Eastern had been returned due to insufficient funds.\(^\text{48}\) The ensuing investigation revealed Eastern could not fulfill its current obligations to cattle producers, resulting in Fifth Third’s freezing of Eastern’s accounts.\(^\text{49}\)

Fifth Third then sued Eastern and sought an order placing Eastern in receivership, which it eventually obtained.\(^\text{50}\) Consequently, Eastern was forced into an involuntary Chapter 11 bankruptcy.\(^\text{51}\) Eastern is currently mired in its bankruptcy proceeding, rendering it nearly impossible for cattle producers to collect any payment owed.\(^\text{52}\) The primary concern for cattle producers is that Eastern immediately resold the purchased cattle.\(^\text{53}\) Any producer in possession of a bounced check likely has minimal, if any, rights to the cattle\(^\text{54}\) and may “be found to hold merely unsecured claims against Eastern,” which are subject to the bankruptcy proceeding.\(^\text{55}\) Individuals holding secured claims against Eastern receive higher priority than the


\(^{48}\) Id.

\(^{49}\) Id.

\(^{50}\) Foster, supra note 36.

\(^{51}\) Id.


\(^{53}\) See Todd, supra note 1, at 1.

\(^{54}\) Id.

\(^{55}\) Id.
cattle producers, thus reducing the likelihood cattle producers will be paid from their sales.\textsuperscript{56}

III. SECURITY INTERESTS AND SECURED TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING CATTLE

An obligation or debt can exist without a security interest,\textsuperscript{57} however, any attempt to obtain payment without a security interest may prove difficult.\textsuperscript{58} Cattle producers that sell cattle and accept payment after delivery without an established security agreement are subject to such risks.\textsuperscript{59} A security agreement is an agreement that creates a security interest.\textsuperscript{60} A security interest is "an interest in personal property or fixture that secures payment or performance of an obligation."\textsuperscript{61} When a security interest "attaches" and is "perfected" the transaction is deemed a secured transaction, one in which a cattle producer (the secured party) is able to rely on, rather than just a purchaser's promise to pay.\textsuperscript{62} Secured parties have a secured claim against the purchaser, should the purchaser not uphold his end of the transaction.\textsuperscript{63} A cattle producer without a security interest, or a producer with a security interest that has not attached or yet been perfected, has a claim lower in priority than that of a secured party, which could result in nonpayment from a bankrupt party.\textsuperscript{64} Attachment describes the creation of a security interest enforceable against the debtor.\textsuperscript{65} Perfection of a security interest occurs when the interest has attached and when all the applicable steps required for perfection have been satisfied.\textsuperscript{66}

If a security interest is not perfected, the transaction remains unsecured.\textsuperscript{67} A clear example of this is contained in \textit{Maryott v. Oconto Cattle Co.}\textsuperscript{68} The \textit{Maryott} court held if there was a perfected security interest in a good, then the interest of an unpaid cash seller who delivered that good was subordinate to the existing perfected security interest.\textsuperscript{69} Essential, after an unpaid seller delivered the goods to the buyer, the seller only

\textsuperscript{56} U.C.C. § 9-317(a)(2) (2000).
\textsuperscript{57} See U.C.C. § 1-201(b)(35) (2011).
\textsuperscript{59} See id.
\textsuperscript{60} U.C.C. § 9-102(a)(74) (2000).
\textsuperscript{61} U.C.C. § 1-201(b)(35) (2011).
\textsuperscript{62} See U.C.C. § 9-203(a) (2011) ("A security interest attaches to collateral when it becomes enforceable against the debtor with respect to the collateral, unless an agreement expressly postpones the time of attachment."); see also U.C.C. § 9-203(b) (2011) (detailing the necessary requirements for perfection of a security interest).
\textsuperscript{63} See id.
\textsuperscript{64} See U.C.C. §9-317(a) (2011).
\textsuperscript{65} U.C.C. § 9-203(a) (2011).
\textsuperscript{66} U.C.C. § 9-308(a) (2011).
\textsuperscript{67} U.C.C. § 9-203(b) (2011).
\textsuperscript{68} Maryott v. Oconto Cattle Co., 607 N.W.2d 820 (Neb. 2000).
\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 822.
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retained an unperfected security interest in the goods, and if not perfected, the seller’s security interest would not prevail in priority against any other claims against the buyer.  

It is in a cattle producer’s best interest to create a security agreement with purchasers paying after delivery. Transactions where the seller retains a security interest in the goods sold are not uncommon.

A common type of consensual secured transaction... occurs when a person wanting to buy goods has neither the cash nor a sufficient credit standing to obtain the goods on open credit, and the seller, to secure payment of all or part of the price, obtains a security interest in the goods. Alternatively, the buyer may borrow the purchase price from a third-party and pay the seller in cash. The third party lender may then take a security interest in the goods to secure payment of the loan.

When a seller does not have a perfected security interest or has not executed a security agreement, they remain in a vulnerable position that does not guarantee payment. Sellers in this position are likely to hold unsecured claims against a buyer, and if a buyer has filed for bankruptcy, an unsecured seller’s claims will be subordinate to those of other creditors. The cattle producers selling to Eastern face this predicament and will likely “be found to hold merely unsecured claims against Eastern, which claims are subject to the bankruptcy proceeding.”

IV. CATTLE PRODUCERS SUBJECT TO INADEQUATE REMEDIES UNDER THE UCC

State legislation ensuring payment to a cattle producer would protect sellers, especially sellers with unsecured claims. It would have aided producers affected by the Eastern disaster. These sellers experienced the effect of entering into a transaction with a party later unable to fulfill its obligations. Cattle producers finding themselves in this scenario are not

70 Id.
71 RICHARD A. MANN & BARRY S. ROBERTS, BUSINESS LAW, 782 (Robert Dewey et al. eds., 14th ed. 2009).
72 Id.
73 Id. at 781.
75 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
76 Todd, supra note 1, at 1.
77 Id.
78 Id.
completely hopeless. In Kentucky, available remedies are codified within the Uniform Commercial Code, which Revised Article 9 of the UCC governs. The UCC Division serves as the state repository for financing statements regarding security interests. Despite the existence of UCC remedies, they are inadequate to a cattle producer and can be cumbersome to obtain.

A. Uniform Commercial Code

The power to transfer goods and the protection associated with transfer is one of the first obstacles present within UCC § 2-403. The first purchaser, the middleman, acquires all title that the cattle producer possessed or had power to transfer. When a cattle producer sells and transfers title to a middleman, e.g. Eastern, the middleman’s buyers and his lenders gain protections the cattle producer does not. Under the UCC, a “good faith purchaser” is permitted to take title from someone with voidable title, which in this transaction is the middleman. A middleman may resell to a third party and transfer title of a good, although he holds voidable title, even if the good was in exchange for a subsequently dishonored check. This rule “permits a cattle buyer who buys with a bad check, or who fails to render payment at all, to pass to its buyer rights that defeat the original seller.” The middleman’s lender may also qualify as a good faith purchaser for value and prevail over a seller’s claims under this provision. The lender does not qualify as a purchaser under the statute but does qualify as a “good faith purchaser for value,” giving him priority even in situations where the first purchaser has not paid the seller. Furthermore, if a middleman purchases from a cattle producer and entrusts the cattle to a merchant, the merchant may transfer all rights of the cattle

79 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
81 Id.
82 U.C.C. § 2-403 (1), (2) (2003).
83 Id.
84 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
86 Id.
88 Id.
89 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
90 Id.
92 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
93 U.C.C. § 2-104 (1) (2003) (“Merchant means a person that deals in goods of the kind or otherwise holds itself out by occupation as having knowledge or skill peculiar to the practices or goods involved in the transaction or to which the knowledge or skill may be attributed by the person’s employment of an agent or broker or other intermediary that holds itself out by occupation as having the knowledge or skill.”).
to a person that meets the requirements of a “buyer in the ordinary course of business.”

A cattle producer may also seek to establish priority under U.C.C. § 9-324 as a purchase money security interest (PMSI) if it qualifies as such. A PMSI gives the cattle producer an interest in the cattle, which secures payment from the sale of the cattle. Compliance with this section as a practical matter is very difficult. Once a middleman resells the cattle to a third party, the cattle producer may have difficulty tracking the livestock. The cattle producer may not know who the second purchaser of the cattle is or who that purchaser’s lender may be.

In addition to the issues inherent in keeping track of later purchasers, a cattle producer must meet several requirements before obtaining a PMSI. First, a cattle producer must execute a security agreement with the buyer, which creates a security interest in the cattle. Second, this newly created security interest in the cattle must be perfected, which means properly recorded with the appropriate government agency, upon the buyer’s receipt of the livestock. Third, the purchase money lender must send notification to the conflicting security interest holder. Fourth, the holder of the conflicting security interest must send this notice no later than six months before the buyer possesses the livestock. Fifth, the notification “must state that the purchase money lender has or expects to acquire a purchase money security interest” in the livestock. Once all these requirements are met, a PMSI is created and a cattle producer may gain priority over a conflicting security interest.

B. UCC Statutory Liens

Outside of the UCC, statutory liens are available to cattle producers and may offer some hope to a cattle seller thwarted by UCC § 2-403. A “possessory lien” is an interest other than a security interest. It “secures payment or performance of an obligation for services or materials furnished

---

94 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3; see also U.C.C. § 9-324(a) (2000).
95 U.C.C. § 9-324(a) (2000).
96 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3; see U.C.C. § 9-324(a) (2000).
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id.
100 Id.
101 Id.
102 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 Id.
106 Id.; see also U.C.C. § 9-333(a) (2000).
with respect to goods by a person in the ordinary course of business." A possessory lien is "created by statute or rule of law in favor of a person." Its "effectiveness depends on the person’s possession of the goods." "This lien has priority over a security interest in the goods unless the statute that created the lien provides otherwise." A possessory lien would only be beneficial to a cattle producer if he remained in possession of the cattle. It is generally not helpful to a cattle producer after delivery.

Cattle producers may also utilize agricultural liens. An agricultural lien is an interest other than a security interest in farm products. It secures payment or performance of an obligation for goods or services furnished in connection with a farming operation. An agricultural lien is created by statute and, unlike a possessory lien, its effectiveness does not depend on the person’s possession of the personal property, and an agricultural lien is perfected by filing. Since the time of filing determines the priority of an agricultural lien, the lien is usually worthless against an insolvent middleman. A cattle producer that files a financial statement perfecting the agricultural lien will not likely receive payment. If the agricultural lien is filed after a middleman has become insolvent or entered a bankruptcy proceeding, the cattle producer’s recently filed lien is of no value. It has lower priority than that of an earlier filed and perfected lien. Cattle producers’ secured claims against a middleman receive higher priority than those of unsecured producers in a bankruptcy proceeding.

These statutory liens do provide remedies, but these remedies are difficult to obtain. As previously mentioned, several steps must be completed before a cattle producer receives relief using these liens.
C. Self-Help Remedies

In light of all the problems associated with the aforementioned remedies, an unpaid seller may attempt the "self-help remedies" available once they have learned of problems regarding payment. A cattle producer may make a timely demand for the cattle under what is known as reclamation. This remedy may be difficult to adhere to because of the narrow time period available. It is also problematic because even if the cattle producer acts within the requisite ten days, its interest is subject to the "rights of a buyer in the ordinary course or other good faith purchaser under this Article." The seller may stop goods still in a seller's possession or in transit. Based on this provision, a cattle producer may seek to stop the delivery of the cattle if it learns of the buyer's insolvency prior to the delivery. A seller may also resell goods still in its possession. Under this provision of the UCC, a cattle producer would be able to resell cattle in his possession and seek the difference lost in the resale; thus providing a remedy for the cattle producer after discovering the middleman would not be able to make payment. A seller may also pursue an action against the first purchaser for the unpaid purchase price.

These self-help remedies remain available to a cattle producer; however, they are not very predictable. A cattle producer cannot rely on them as definite avenues of recovery as they do not guarantee receipt of their sold cattle's value.

D. Bankruptcy Code

Cattle producers affected by Eastern's bankruptcy proceedings may seek recovery pursuant to the Bankruptcy Code. This is considered an "after-the-fact" remedy, employed where a creditor has delivered goods

---

125 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
126 U.C.C. § 2-702 (2) (1966); LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
127 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
128 Id.
130 Id.; see also U.C.C. § 2-705 (1966) (describing procedure for stopping payment).
133 Id.
135 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
136 Id.
to a “debtor within 20 days before the commencement of a [bankruptcy] case.” These creditors may be entitled to receive administrative expense priority if successful, which is more likely to guarantee them payment than their current unsecured priority status. This remedy is problematic due to the strict timing constraints. Due to these particular time restraints, this remedy was unavailable to the cattle producers in the Eastern case because Eastern’s “petition was not filed until more than 20 days had run.”

V. OKLAHOMA’S ENACTED LEGISLATION: LIVESTOCK OWNER’S LIEN ACT OF 2011

As a response to the Eastern situation, many members of the Live Cattle Marketing Committee at the 2011 National Cattleman’s Beef Association Convention and Trade Show agreed that payment methods within the cattle industry should be modified to protect sellers. While the committee did not propose enacting a livestock lien, it did recognize that changes were necessary to protect producers selling cattle within the industry.

Eastern’s failure also encouraged Oklahoma to enact new statutes in response. The Oklahoma Legislature acted quickly and “took prompt steps to protect Oklahomans from being put in a similar position in the future.” The state enacted the Oklahoma Owner’s Lien Act of 2011, with an effective date of November 1, 2011. The Act, as codified at 4 Okla. §§ Stat. 201.1-.11, protects:

[R]ights of Oklahoma livestock owners by granting a statutory lien to secure payment of the sales price negotiated by the livestock owner for his stock. The intended benefit of the Act is to put Oklahoma producers in the position of holding a secured claim either in (i) livestock, or (ii) the proceeds held from the resale of the livestock.

---

137 11 U.S.C. § 503(9) (2005); LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
138 LeBas, supra note 3b, at 3.
139 11 U.S.C. § 503(9) (2005); LeBas, supra note 3b, at 3.
140 LeBas, supra note 3b, at 3.
142 See id.
144 Id.
145 Id.
146 Id.
The statutes creating the livestock lien are "designed to overcome some of the weaknesses of the traditional possessory lien or the UCC agricultural lien."

In Oklahoma, the livestock lien "exists and attaches immediately to all livestock." There is no need to create a security agreement for a security interest to attach. In addition, "the lien continues uninterrupted upon and after the sale of the livestock and in all proceeds related to the livestock" without lapsing. If the livestock owner does not receive payment, then the lien will continue to exist. "The security interest created by this lien attaches to the livestock owner’s right to an owners lien in livestock from the sale of the livestock." "Any security interest or mortgage lien of the owner's lender will attach to the livestock owner's right to the owner's lien." Whether the lien is valid does not depend upon the livestock owner maintaining possession of the livestock. The lien remains valid even if the initial purchaser sells or otherwise transfers his title to another individual.

The owner’s livestock lien is "perfected automatically from the effective date of [the Oklahoma Livestock Owner’s Lien Act of 2011]." A livestock owner does not have to file any document to perfect the livestock lien. If livestock that is subject to an existing owner’s lien is commingled with other livestock, the lien remains valid in proportion to the amount of the lien prior to the commingling.

Later purchasers could have problems determining the existence of an automatically perfected owner’s lien. The Oklahoma statute is designed to eliminate this type of risk. The livestock owner’s lien does not apply to a secondary purchaser – that purchaser takes free of any owner’s lien. Instead, "the owners lien shall transfer to the proceeds paid by the purchaser or sales agent." This also eliminates the issue associated with knowing who the subsequent owner is of the livestock, a necessary requirement of gaining PMSI priority under the UCC.

---

147 LeBas, supra note 8, at 3.
148 OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, § 201.3 (2011).
149 Id.
150 § 201.3(c).
151 Id.
152 § 201.3(d).
153 Id.
154 § 201.4.
155 Id.
156 § 201.5.
157 Lebas, supra note 8, at 4.
158 Id.
159 § 201.6.
160 Id.
The livestock lien is higher in priority than the rights of any purchaser. Allowing producers priority over a middleman's buyers and lenders alleviates the traditional risk of nonpayment associated with the UCC. These liens also take priority over any other lien, except "permitted liens," which are essentially liens existing prior to the producer's lien.

The livestock liens expire one year after the last day of the month following the date the livestock owner should have received payment, unless the livestock owner has initiated a court proceeding to enforce his lien. An owner may bring an action to enforce his lien in several jurisdictions: where the agreement to sell was entered; where the owner was to be paid; the location of the livestock; or the location of any sale proceeds. Since sale barns and auctions often assume the risk of payment, a sales agent can assume a livestock owner's rights and enforce the lien to receive payment.

A livestock owner is not required to waive his lien as a condition of an agreement, and may only do so upon his receipt of payment for the sale. This provision guarantees a purchaser cannot eliminate the livestock lien an owner is entitled to enforce.

Oklahoma cattle producers appear to have so far welcomed the lien. Prior to the enactment of the Oklahoma Livestock Owner's Lien Act, support of the bill could be summarized as follows:

While this bill will not help those harmed by the bankruptcy of Eastern Livestock from the end of last year, it will offer a level of protection to livestock producers who sell their livestock in the future, give up control of their cattle as they get a check- then later find out the check bounced.

Had this Act been in force at the time of the Eastern debacle, Oklahoma cattle producers would have had an owner's lien against the cattle Eastern

164 OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, § 201.6 (2011).
166 OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, § 201.7 (2011).
167 Todd, supra note 143.
168 OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, § 201.10(a) (2011).
169 § 201.10(c).
170 § 201.10(b); Todd, supra note 143.
171 § 201.9.
172 Id.
174 Id.
purchased. Eastern would still have been able to convey good title to a subsequent purchaser, and the owner’s lien would have been maintained. After Eastern resold the cattle, cattle producers would have had a lien against the proceeds from the sale.

VI. KENTUCKY’S PROPOSED LEGISLATION

In response to concerns of cattle producers after the Eastern disaster, legislation similar to the Oklahoma Act was proposed during the 2012 session of the General Assembly. The proposed legislation in Kentucky would have had a similar effect as Oklahoma’s Livestock Owner’s Lien Act. It was designed to overcome the weaknesses of the traditional possessory lien, the UCC agricultural lien, and to protect the rights of livestock owners while not interrupting the auction process.

A. Proposed Drafts of The Legislation

The legislation was introduced to the Kentucky Senate on January 10, 2012, and the Senate passed the bill on January 31, 2012. It was then sent to the House and assigned to the Agriculture and Small Business Committee, which took no action on the proposal. The version approved in the Senate included amendments to define livestock and specified that the lien was an agricultural lien under UCC Article 9. It was limited only to bovine, porcine, ovine, and caprine species.

The livestock seller’s lien secured payment or performance of an obligation for goods or services furnished in connection with a debtor’s farming operation. Establishing a security interest as an agricultural lien “depend[ed] on the creation of a specific [state] statutory lien.” Kentucky’s livestock seller’s lien, if enacted, would have been a state lien statute. The livestock seller’s lien would “place livestock producers in a

175 OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, § 201.3(c) (2011).
176 § 201.3(d).
177 § 201.3.
179 OKLA. STAT. tit. 4, § 201.3 (2011).
180 See Atchley, supra note 14.
182 Id.
183 Id.
184 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 261.200(10) (West 2006).
185 Id.
186 Atchley, supra note 14, at 5.
187 Id.
188 Id.
position of holding a secured claim, as either stand-alone lien or as an agricultural lien under the UCC.\textsuperscript{189}

In contrast to the Oklahoma lien, Kentucky's livestock seller's lien would not attach and perfect immediately as to all livestock sold by a livestock owner.\textsuperscript{190} Instead, a livestock seller that sells livestock to a buyer "who does not receive payment for the sale of the livestock within three business days of delivery of the livestock shall have a lien."\textsuperscript{191} If the buyer does not slaughter or sell the livestock, then the lien will attach.\textsuperscript{192} The lien would also attach to any identifiable cash proceeds if the buyer has already sold the livestock.\textsuperscript{193} Finally, the lien would attach to any property of the buyer subject to a security interest if the livestock is slaughtered and/or the cash proceeds are not identifiable.\textsuperscript{194}

Similar to the Oklahoma law, a subsequent buyer in the ordinary course of business would take free of a livestock seller's lien.\textsuperscript{195} The lien's attachment to the cash proceeds of the sale of the livestock if it is sold or slaughtered makes this provision successful in securing payment to the livestock owner and not hindering the resale of the livestock.

The lien becomes effective the day the livestock is delivered to the buyer.\textsuperscript{196} The lien is perfected once the livestock owner files a financing statement with the Secretary of State within forty-five days after the buyer receives the livestock.\textsuperscript{197} The seller's livestock lien is considered a PMSI.\textsuperscript{198} The financing statement must be filed within twenty days after delivery in order to have PMSI priority.\textsuperscript{199} This PMSI priority gives the livestock owner a security interest higher in priority than that of a buyer, lessee, or lien creditor arising between the time the security interest attaches and the time of filing.\textsuperscript{200}

A livestock seller that has perfected the lien may enforce it at the time of default in accordance with the statute under which the lien was created.\textsuperscript{201} Pursuant to the livestock seller's lien, enforcement may occur three business days after the buyer has received the livestock and the owner
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has not yet been paid.\textsuperscript{202} After default, the livestock owner may notify the debtor to make payment or render performance or take any proceeds to which the owner is entitled.\textsuperscript{203} A secured party may reduce a claim to judgment, foreclose, or otherwise enforce the claim or agricultural lien.\textsuperscript{204}

A livestock seller’s lien that is perfected has priority as an agricultural lien and a PMSI, if properly executed within the time required.\textsuperscript{205} A livestock seller’s lien is subordinate to a veterinarian lien.\textsuperscript{206}

A veterinarian lien exists where a licensed veterinarian performs professional services for an animal, by contract with, or by the written consent of the owner or authorized agent and secures the cost of the services provided.\textsuperscript{207} Additionally, the proposed legislation provided that the lien may also be subordinate to conflicting agricultural liens,\textsuperscript{208} parties related to a prior agricultural lien,\textsuperscript{209} or by security agreements initiated by the debtor.\textsuperscript{210}

If more than one livestock seller’s lien exists in particular livestock, the lien holders share in the collateral the percentage each seller is owed.\textsuperscript{211} Priority is determined according to the time of filing or perfection.\textsuperscript{212} A perfected agricultural lien has priority over a conflicting unperfected security interest.\textsuperscript{213}

Since the livestock seller’s lien is a perfected PMSI in livestock that are farm products, which would have priority over conflicting security interests in the same livestock.\textsuperscript{214} The requirements set forth under the UCC for priority as a PMSI do not seem to be required to obtain a livestock seller’s lien since the proposed legislation only requires the twenty day filing period instead of the requirements listed in KRS 355.9-324 (4).\textsuperscript{215}

A waiver of a right created by the seller’s livestock lien is void and unenforceable.\textsuperscript{216} The lien terminates one year after the livestock is
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delivered, unless it is terminated at an earlier date by the seller filing a termination statement provision. Unlike the Oklahoma Act, Kentucky legislation did not provide for prolonging the duration of the lien if an action is filed.

B. Arguments in Favor of Kentucky’s Livestock Seller’s Lien

The livestock seller’s lien is a statutory lien that will offer a measure of protection if a producer sells cattle or livestock to a buyer who becomes insolvent or breaches its payment responsibilities. If a buyer files for bankruptcy, a livestock owner selling its cattle would receive greater priority with a lien documented and filed with the state. The lien would serve as a preventative measure signaling to buyers that they must follow through with their payment responsibilities after the cattle has been delivered to them.

The industry standard stating that title does “not pass until the seller of the cattle has been paid” is not a correct statement. Although a cattle producer may have a security interest in the cattle sold, if it is not perfected, a first purchaser may transfer title of the cattle to a subsequent purchaser, causing the rights of the cattle producer to become non-existent. This proposed legislation will act as a remedy to correct this misconception.

Advocates of the legislation support the protection of sellers within the cattle industry because the remedies the UCC provides are inadequate and leave the seller in a vulnerable position after relinquishing possession of its cattle.

C. Arguments in Opposition to Kentucky’s Proposed Livestock Seller Lien

Individuals challenging the legislation warn against it because they believe establishing a livestock seller’s lien could cause lenders to become wary of lending money to livestock purchasers. Lenders would be concerned that they may lose their more favorable position in the priority established to repay creditors. If the livestock seller’s lien is established,
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it could possibly trump debts owed to the purchaser's lenders causing them to not receive repayment of loans.  

Opponents are concerned that the livestock seller's lien will give a false sense of confidence to sellers that will lead them to opt for private, unregulated sales, and opponents fear it will cause the seller's to avoid federally regulated livestock markets where prompt payment is guaranteed and fees are charged for the transactions. The new legislation may lead to a decrease in the use of USDA regulated sales and a dramatic increase in private, unregulated sales.

Opponents have also voiced concerns about the industry, arguing that the livestock lien could affect commerce in Kentucky livestock. They have stated that the legislation might depress the prices producers receive for their cattle and discourage resale or secondary purchase of Kentucky livestock out of a concern that a lien would follow the livestock to good-faith third-party purchasers.

VII. THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION: DOES THE GOOD OUTWEIGH THE BAD?

Despite livestock lien opponents' compelling arguments, the potential legislation does not create any of the issues they have raised. The protection the lien provides cattle producers outweighs the concerns promulgated by opponents and offers peace of mind that the inadequate remedies presently available under the UCC do not.

A. Benefits and Drawbacks of the Legislation

Lenders should not be wary of lending to purchasers in fear that they will lose their position in priority to sellers enforcing their livestock liens. This is a prominent concern but public policy and the current language of the livestock seller's lien do not hint as this being a likely result of the enactment of the lien. The public policy and social issues that support a lender's position of priority in terms of repayment can be summarized as two-fold: "[t]he risks to lenders should be minimized" and "[l]enders should have a way to collect unpaid debts." The language of the proposed legislation does not state that sellers enforcing their lien will
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take priority over a purchaser’s lender.\textsuperscript{235} The language of the bill explains that “[e]xcept as provided in this subsection, a livestock seller’s lien that is perfected under this section shall have priority as provided in KRS 355.9-317 to KRS 355.9-334.”\textsuperscript{236} KRS 355.9-317 reveals that an agricultural lien is subordinate to the rights of a person becoming a lien creditor before the agricultural lien is perfected.\textsuperscript{237}

Prior to the Eastern disaster, Eastern entered into a credit agreement and security agreement with Fifth Third.\textsuperscript{238} This arrangement granted a first lien to Fifth Third on all livestock in transit and receivable of Eastern.\textsuperscript{239} Lenders taking necessary precautions would not have to be concerned about being held subordinate to sellers enforcing their lien. Sellers with livestock liens would actually come second to existing lien creditors and take priority over other vendors with liens perfected at later dates.\textsuperscript{240}

One of the main concerns the Kentucky Senate discussed is that a cattle producer will have priority over all vendor and supplier liens perfected at a later date but below the first purchaser’s lender.\textsuperscript{241} Senators were not conflicted by this issue and were not reluctant to align with the passage of this bill.\textsuperscript{242} Those senators felt that placing vendor and supplier liens perfected after the livestock lien lower in priority would place the cattle producer in a better position.\textsuperscript{243}

Aside from liens perfected at an earlier date, the language of the bill did provide priority for another lien.\textsuperscript{244} The bill stated that the livestock seller’s lien would be subordinate to the veterinarian’s lien.\textsuperscript{245} No other lien was specifically mentioned to have the priority given to a veterinarian lien, and this does not seem to be unfair.\textsuperscript{246} Allowing other vendors and sellers to take priority over the cattle producer would be unreasonable because the cattle producer was an initial actor in the transaction, providing the good in question. To pay other vendors and suppliers that were involved with the
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livestock after the cattle producer provided the cattle initially seems unorthodox.

Opponents' concern that creation of a statutory lien would lead sellers to opt for private sales and avoid regulated markets does not seem to be an actual danger created by the bill.\textsuperscript{247} Although private sales could possibly become more popular with the advent of the lien, the creation of the lien cannot be said to automatically lead to sellers no longer selling within regulated markets.\textsuperscript{248} This claim has not been researched and is not supported by any data revealing the types of markets producers preferred in light of the livestock seller's lien.\textsuperscript{249} Some sellers could continue to use USDA regulated markets because of the guarantees of prompt payment while others could continue to use unregulated markets.\textsuperscript{250} More research would be necessary to render this argument credible.

The claim that "[I]n the absence of a statutory lien, sellers who fail to require prompt payment on delivery risk harming sellers by depriving them of the proceeds of the sale and destroying the market,"\textsuperscript{251} and depressing the prices producers will receive,\textsuperscript{252} is also untrue. The livestock seller's lien will actually "fashion a remedy that mitigates this risk."\textsuperscript{253} Opponents' fear cattle producers will be left without buyers and will receive depressed prices for livestock is unwarranted.\textsuperscript{254} First purchasers will be able to resell to subsequent purchasers without the lien restraining the sale.\textsuperscript{255} If the livestock is slaughtered or sold, "the lien shall be on cash proceeds from the sale."\textsuperscript{256} Subsequent purchasers will actually take the livestock free of the lien because it does not continue in the livestock after the sale.\textsuperscript{257}

\section*{VIII. Conclusion}

The few weaknesses that opponents have used as their support against the livestock seller's lien do not prevail over the protection cattle producers deserve. Producers selling cattle enter into transactions receiving a promise to be paid that must be fulfilled. The apprehension expressed
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among the legislature$^{258}$ should not act as a barrier against future reintroduction and passage of this bill. Cattle producers should receive payment from the sale of their livestock prior to other vendors and sellers that have provided services for the cattle after the producer relinquished possession. Placement below the lender, for purposes of priority, and above all other liens established by vendors and suppliers is fair to both the lender and seller.

After the Eastern disaster, cattle producers were negatively impacted and left largely without a remedy once Eastern entered bankruptcy proceedings.$^{259}$ The legislation enacted in Oklahoma,$^{260}$ and proposed in Kentucky,$^{261}$ overcomes the weaknesses of the remedies available under the UCC to cattle producers that may face situations similar to the Eastern disaster in the future.
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